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Outstanding Production Design For A Narrative Contemporary Program (One
Hour Or More)

Accused 

Scott's Story

A father confronts the limits of unconditional love when he discovers his own teenage son may be
planning an unimaginable crime.

Alaska Daily 

Tell A Reporter Not To Do Something And Suddenly It's A Party

As the team grapples with the incident's aftermath, they support one another as the daily grind continues
and bleak budgets loom for the paper.

Anne Rice's Mayfair Witches 

The Thrall

Trapped in the First Street House, Rowan and Sip must confront its many mysteries in order to escape.
Rowan grapples with an inconceivable offer. Sip's sister Odette makes a horrifying discovery.

Anything's Possible 

A modern Gen Z coming-of-age story that follows Kelsa, a confident high school girl who is trans, as she
navigates through senior year. When her classmate Khal gets a crush on her, he musters up the courage
to ask her out.

Bad Sisters 

Chopped Liver

Ursula is next in John Paul's crosshairs. Thomas hopes the police will help him.

The Best Man: The Final Chapters 

Longtime college friends face the midlife challenges of marriage, parenting, health, romance, work and
identity as they redefine their friendships.

Better Call Saul 

Nippy

A lost dog leads to a new friend. A new player gets in the game.

Black Bird 

Inspired by actual events. As Jimmy Keene begins a 10-year prison sentence, he gets an incredible offer:
If he can elicit a confession from suspected killer Larry Hall, Jimmy will be freed. Completing this mission
becomes the challenge of a lifetime.



The Boys 

Glorious Five Year Plan

Butcher negotiates with Nina so that he and The Boys can travel to Russia and gain access to a secret lab
that contains an Anti-Supe weapon. Homelander convinces Neuman that for her daughter’s safety, she
must publicly condemn Vought CEO Edgar so that Homelander can regain control of The Seven.

The Calling 

He's Gone

An NYPD detective on a spiritual mission to do justice delves into the life of a missing boy after his mother
reports his disappearance.

Chloe 

There Is A Light

Lonely, Becky spends her life on Chloe’s social media, always on the outside looking in, until the sudden
death of her ex-best friend pulls her into a frenzy to discover the truth behind her death.

Chucky 

The Sinners Are Much More Fun

Our 3 Amigos struggle with the strict rules and institutionalized homophobia of their new Catholic reform
school, especially when Chucky arrives with a murderous agenda. Meanwhile in Beverly Hills, a suspicious
detective threatens Tiffany’s imposture as Jennifer Tilly and the discovery of her secret hostage Nica
Pierce.

Citadel 

The Human Enigma

Series premiere. Eight years ago, Citadel spies Mason Kane and Nadia Sinh collided with a nefarious, new
syndicate Manticore, responsible for destroying their agency. Today, Mason lives a quiet life as Kyle
Conroy with no memory until Bernard Orlick recruits him to stop Manticore from creating a new world
order.

City On Fire 

Brass Tactics

A college student is shot in Central Park on July 4, 2003. The investigation connects a series of mysterious
citywide fires, the downtown music scene, and a wealthy uptown real estate family fraying under the
strain of the many secrets they keep.

The Company You Keep 

The Real Thing

Birdie reaches out to an old flame to help the family steal a painting; Emma grapples with Charlie's
admission and must deal with conflicts of interest at work at the CIA.

Dead Ringers 

Five

The twins travel to Alabama to open a second birthing center. They spend the evening with Susan
Parker's family. Traveling with them is Silas, a disgraced writer Rebecca hired to write a puff piece. Susan
has five sisters, two sets of twins plus one who is about to have quadruplets.



Dead Ringers 

One

Meet the Mantle twins. Beverly (updo) is put-together, shy, quiet. Elliot (hair down) is eccentric, sporadic,
emotional. Beverly miscarries again. The twins secretly switch when Beverly is about to examine
television star Genevieve Cotard. Later, Elliott, Beverly and Joseph meet with heiress Rebecca Parker
about investing in their birthing center.

Dear Edward 

Pilot

Edward is nervous for his family’s move to LA. Lacey’s marriage is strained. Dee Dee and Zoe celebrate.
Edward’s flight departs for Los Angeles.

The Diplomat 

The Cinderella Thing

After a hostile attack on a British vessel, seasoned diplomat Kate Wyler assumes a new role in the UK that
puts her skills - and marriage - to the test.

Dolly Parton's Mountain Magic Christmas 

Follow Dolly's desire to uplift an exhausted world's spirits by sharing the unique mountain magic.
Throughout the chaos, Dolly finds herself taking a journey guided by the mysterious appearances of her
Three Wise Mountain Men.

Don't Make Me Go 

Don’t Make Me Go follows a single father and his reluctant teenage daughter as they embark on an
unforgettable cross country road trip, discovering new levels of their love for each other and the
unexpected twists and turns life has in store.

East New York 

Up In Smoke

Killian's latest case threatens to derail his personal life, Suarez has a fateful meeting with political policy
advisor, and Bentley returns to work after his shooting.

Echo 3 

We Reject Your Influence

Amber reaches her final destination at a Venezuelan black site. She’s told she will die there.

Echoes 

Home

After receiving a disturbing call about her sister's sudden disappearance, one twin returns to her
hometown where an investigation is already underway.

Fatal Attraction 

The Watchful Heart

A retelling of Dan and Alex’s wild entanglement from Alex’s perspective.



FBI: Most Wanted 

Black Mirror

When two Vermont teens are kidnapped on their way home from a basketball game, the team is led to a
wayward pastor and his brother. Also, Remy attends a hearing for his brother’s murderer.

Five Days At Memorial 

Based on actual events from Hurricane Katrina. When the floodwaters rose, power failed, and heat soared,
exhausted caregivers at a New Orleans hospital were forced to make profound, heart-wrenching decisions.

Fleishman Is In Trouble 

Summon Your Witnesses

Toby won’t let Rachel’s inconsiderate (and early) drop-off stop him from keeping a date with a woman
he’s met online.

Florida Man 

A disgraced cop in debt is forced to return to his home state of Florida for a shady mission only to get
swept up in a wild — and deadly — treasure hunt.

From 

Strangers In A Strange Land

Donna and Kenny desperately try to manage the chaos as a busload of unwitting newcomers arrive in
town. Tabitha and Victor struggle to find their way through the nightmarish labyrinth of tunnels beneath
the town. Boyd’s fear grows as he begins to realize he may never escape his terrifying prison.

From Scratch 

An artist finds romance with a chef in Italy and embarks on a life-changing journey of love, loss, resilience
and hope across cultures and continents.

FUBAR 

Take Your Daughter To Work Day

Ready to retire, esteemed CIA agent Luke prepares for a peaceful life with his family and ship, but new
revelations at home and work spoil his plans.

Ginny & Georgia 

Hark! Darkness Descends!

After a sudden behavior change raises concern among his friends, Marcus has a tearful meeting with
Ginny. Austin witnesses a terrifying scene.

Goodnight Mommy 

Twin brothers arrive at their mother’s country home to discover her face covered in bandages—the result,
she explains, of recent cosmetic surgery. As her behavior grows increasingly erratic, a horrifying thought
takes root in the boys’ minds: the sinking suspicion that the woman beneath the gauze isn’t their mother.



Gotham Knights 

Pilot

In the wake of Bruce Wayne's murder, his adopted son is framed for killing the Caped Crusader, along
with the children of some of Batman's enemies.

The Handmaid's Tale 

Morning

June confronts the consequences of killing Fred. A scared Serena makes an unexpected decision.

Hocus Pocus 2 

It’s been 29 years since someone lit the Black Flame Candle and resurrected the wicked 17th-century
Sanderson sisters, and they are looking for revenge. A live-action comedy and sequel to the Halloween
classic which brings back the delightfully wicked Sanderson sisters for more comedic mayhem.

Hotel For The Holidays 

The manager of New York's most charming hotel navigates romantic entanglements as she is caught
between the hotel chef and a charming prince staying at the hotel over the holidays. In the days leading
up to Christmas, the hotel's staff and eclectic guests find love, friendship, and inspiration.

Irma Vep 

Mira, an American movie star disillusioned by her career and recent breakup, comes to France to star as
Irma Vep in a remake of the French silent film classic crime thriller, Les Vampires. Mira struggles as the
distinctions between herself and the character she plays begin to blur and merge.

Kaleidoscope 

A master thief and his crew attempt an epic and elaborate heist worth $7 billion dollars — but betrayal,
greed and other threats undermine their plans.

The L Word: Generation Q 

Questions For The Universe

Alice, Shane and Sophie grapple with the big questions on their path to finding The One after many
missteps, heartbreaks and disappointments.

The Last Of Us 

Infected

In 2003, an Indonesian scientist makes a devastating discovery. In 2023, now outside of the quarantine
zone, Joel and Tess clash over Ellie’s fate as they navigate a long-abandoned Boston overrun with
Infected.

The Last Thing He Told Me 

A woman must forge a relationship with her teenage stepdaughter in order to find her husband, who has
mysteriously disappeared.



Leverage: Redemption 

The Turkish Prisoner Job

The team uses the true story of a World War I P.O.W. escape to free an innocent man framed by a pair of
dirty cops.

Lockwood & Co. 

This Will Be Us

After an abrupt end to her ghost-hunting training, Lucy Carlyle flees to London - where she meets two
teens who run a paranormal investigative agency.

Love Accidentally 

Alexa and Jason are competing for a position at an advertising firm when their partners break up with
them. Alexa mistakenly texts Jason, and they start a phone-only relationship. When they meet and the
truth comes out, will true love prevail?

Lucky Hank 

Pilot

Hank rants against Railton College, calling it Mediocrity's Capitol, and the administration is pressured to
fire him. Hank and Lily contemplate a future outside of Railton.

Manifest 

Touch-And-Go

While investigating a Calling, Michaela finds a mysterious stowaway. Ben clings tightly to his beliefs. Cal
comes out of hiding to pursue a lead.

Meet Cute 

Sheila discovers a nail salon tanning bed is a time machine and travels back to make her boyfriend more
perfect, unaware of how meddling in the past could ruin the future.

Mrs. Davis 

A Great Place To Drink To Gain Control Of Your Drink

Simone and Wiley's hunt for Clara, the red-haired woman, leads them to an enigmatic new source and
together they uncover the dangerous truth about their connection to her.

Ms. Marvel 

Generation Why

Kamala Khan attends AvengerCon only to discover that she herself might have superpowers.

New Amsterdam 

How Can I Help

In the series finale, the new medical director arrives as the physicians reflect on their personal
motivations for entering the medical profession.



The Night Agent 

Fathoms

With assassins hot on their trail, Peter and Rose split up en route to the White House. A shocking
discovery quickly puts their lives in jeopardy.

Fathers

With lives at stake, the group tries to stop a nefarious plot before it's too late. In the aftermath, Peter
confronts the past and begins a new chapter.

9-1-1 

Let The Games Begin

When a blimp engine catches fire, the 118 rescue victims both inside and outside a packed stadium.
Bobby and Athena discuss honeymoon plans. Maddie and Chimney go to couples therapy.

9-1-1: Lone Star 

In Sickness And In Health

Owen is conflicted when his brother Robert (Chad Lowe) asks him for help. Judd and Grace face a family
crisis. As T.K. and Carlos prepare for their wedding day, tragedy strikes.

The Old Man 

III

Forced to flee, Chase finally tells Zoe the truth about his past, but it might be too late.

On A Wing And A Prayer 

In this true story of faith and survival, On A Wing And A Prayer follows passenger Doug White’s (Dennis
Quaid) harrowing journey to safely land a plane and save his entire family from insurmountable danger,
after their pilot dies unexpectedly mid-flight.

P-Valley 

Seven Pounds Of Pressure

While The Pynk staff prepares for their biggest night yet, Uncle Clifford reaches a personal milestone.

The Patient 

A therapist, Alan Strauss (Steve Carell), is held prisoner by a patient, Sam Fortner, who reveals himself to
be a serial killer. Sam has an unusual therapeutic demand for Alan: curb his homicidal urges.

The People We Hate At The Wedding 

Dysfunctional American siblings, Alice and Paul along with their ever-optimistic mom, are invited to the
British wedding of their estranged half-sister Eloise as a chance to reconnect as adults and learn to love
each other like they once did.

Poker Face 

The Orpheus Syndrome

When Arthur, a reclusive former special effects artist, unearths a decades old project to find closure from
the guilt of a fatal on-set accident, he discovers that it was no accident and that his former partner Laura
is responsible. Charlie, Arthur’s new assistant, is left to unravel Laura’s deadly cover-up.



The Portable Door 

Interns Paul and Sophie discover that their employers at a mysterious London firm are attempting to
disrupt the world of magic with their unconventional business practices.

The Power 

The Day Of The Girls

Tunde documents a growing Saudi protest after a young woman is beaten for her EOD. Violence breaks
out. At the convent, Sister Veronica wants Allie to leave, but she fights back after saving Luanne during a
seizure. Roxy and her brothers pursue one of the men who killed her mother.

Power Book II: Ghost 

Divided We Stand

Tariq is forced to join forces with those who betrayed him in order to prevent the worst possible outcome
for everyone. Monet elevates her position within the business, reaffirming her power over the Tejada
children.

Praise This 

A young woman with dreams of being a superstar joins an underdog Atlanta choir praise team in the lead
up to the national competition.

Pretty Little Liars: Original Sin 

Chapter Six: Scars

As Imogen and Tabby dig into the mystery surrounding Angela Waters, Faran deals with the scars of her
past.

Queer As Folk 

Babylon

Brodie returns to New Orleans and finds his life irrevocably changed after a night out at Babylon with
Ruthie, Shar, Noah, Julian, Mingus and Daddius.

Rabbit Hole 

Pilot

Nothing is what it seems when John Weir (Kiefer Sutherland), master of corporate espionage, finds
himself at the center of a shadowy conspiracy.

Reality 

June 3, 2017. Twenty-five-year-old Reality Winner is confronted at her home by the FBI – a cryptic
conversation begins and soon her life starts to unravel. As more details of Reality’s life are revealed, a
complex portrait emerges of an American millennial, yoga teacher, and veteran under siege.

Reasonable Doubt 

Can't Knock The Hustle

Jax Stewart, a brilliant and fearless defense attorney in Los Angeles, juggles work, family, friends, and a
complicated personal life while bucking the justice system every chance she gets as she’s faced with a
potential high-profile client.



The Recruit 

N.L.T.S.Y.P.

While scrambling to learn how to navigate the high-stakes world of international espionage, Owen
attempts to track down classified information on Max.

Reno 911!: It's A Wonderful Heist 

It’s holiday season in Reno, and Lieutenant Dangle wishes he’d never been born. With the help of a roller
skating Angel, he learns how much better the lives of the other deputies would be if he never existed. Will
he decide to live on anyway? There’s Christmas criminals to catch!

Riches 

Forgive, Maybe. Forget, Never.

A light at the end of the tunnel emerges as Alesha, Gus and Wanda finally get Stephen’s safe open,
though Alesha is baffled by what she finds. On the back of Alesha’s discovery, Claudia rushes home. With
Simon, Nina confronts Oyin. With the thief revealed, Nina goes after the culprit.

The Rookie 

The Choice

Serial killer Rosalind returns with a vengeance and Bailey's life is left hanging in the balance. With a
ticking clock, the LAPD and the FBI join forces to free Bailey from a sadistic trap set by an acolyte and
capture Rosalind before it's too late.

The Rookie: Feds 

Day One

Special Agent Simone Clark, the oldest rookie in the FBI Academy, is assigned to support the LA field
office. She sets her sights on joining a new unit as they investigate the murder of a federal engineer.

Run Sweetheart Run 

After what begins as dinner with a client, a single mom (Ella Balinska) finds herself hunted by a
monstrous and seemingly unstoppable assailant (Pilou Asbæk).

Samaritan 

Thirteen-year-old Sam Cleary suspects that his mysteriously reclusive neighbor is actually the legendary
vigilante Samaritan, who was reported dead 25 years ago. With crime on the rise and the city on the brink
of chaos, Sam makes it his mission to coax his neighbor out of hiding.

Shotgun Wedding 

Darcy and Tom gather their families for the ultimate destination wedding. When the entire party is taken
hostage, Til Death Do Us Part takes on a whole new meaning in this hilarious, adrenaline-fueled adventure
as Darcy and Tom must save their loved ones—if they don’t kill each other first.

Sick 

While quarantining at her family’s lake house during the pandemic, Parker and her best friend are
threatened by an unexpected visitor.



Slow Horses 

Old Scores

Season Finale. Lamb and Katinsky go head-to-head. Ho finds himself trapped on a train with a Russian
assassin.

Somebody I Used To Know 

On a trip to her hometown, workaholic Ally (Alison Brie) reminisces with her first love Sean (Jay Ellis) and
starts to question everything about the person she's become. Things get more confusing when she meets
Sean's fiancé, Cassidy (Kiersey Clemons), who reminds her of the person she used to be.

Something From Tiffany's 

Life – like love – is full of surprises and unexpected gifts. One woman’s life is forever changed by an
engagement ring meant for someone else.

Succession 

America Decides

On election night, Tom tries to manage an increasingly chaotic newsroom, while Kendall, Shiv, and Roman
spar over the consequences of the result – for themselves, the company, and the country.

The Summer I Turned Pretty 

Summer Love

The debutante ball is here, but Belly’s big night is almost ruined when Jeremiah learns the secret his
mother has been keeping all summer. When Belly’s left alone on the dance floor, someone else steps in to
save the day.

Surface 

The Myth Of California

James is finally honest with Sophie about their marriage and their past. His betrayals run deep, but not as
deep as her own.

Ted Lasso 

Sunflowers

A friendly match takes the team to Amsterdam, where one night out unlocks truths for many.

The Terminal List 

The Engram

Series premiere. After the murder of his entire platoon, Navy SEAL Commander James Reece returns
home with conflicting memories and questions about his culpability. When James is attacked by two
assassins during an MRI, the gun they use is from his safe. He races home to check on his family.

This Is Going To Hurt 

Episode 1

Junior doctor Adam juggles his personal life with his hectic job on the labour ward. In the chaos of the
ward, he makes his first big mistake.



Three Pines 

White Out - Part 1

Gamache earns the displeasure of General Director Francoeur when he ignores his superior’s orders and
begins investigating the disappearance of Blue Two-Rivers. As a punishment, he’s dispatched to the
remote village of Three Pines to investigate the murder of a wealthy socialite named CC de Poitiers.

Tom Clancy’s Jack Ryan 

Ghosts

Jack races to stop the detonation of the Sokol nuclear device, which has traveled to the Czech Republic.
Petr and Luka’s secret histories come to the surface in a deadly reckoning.

Tulsa King 

Go West, Old Man

Dwight, blindsided by the news that his mob family has nothing left for him in New York, is sent to Tulsa,
Oklahoma. As he settles in and surveys his new surroundings, Dwight wastes no time making new
associates.

The Watcher 

Götterdämmerung

The pool of suspects shrinks in the wake of a neighborhood tragedy. Karen offers Nora a way out. A
strange visitor tells Dean about the Fourth Turning.

The Watchful Eye 

Hen In The Fox House

A young woman is thrust into the world of old money and deadly secrets after accepting a nanny job from
a handsome widower.

Wednesday 

Wednesday's Child Is Full Of Woe

When a deliciously wicked prank gets Wednesday expelled, her parents ship her off to Nevermore
Academy, the boarding school where they fell in love.

The White Lotus 

Ciao

On a couples’ trip, Harper, Ethan, Daphne, and Cameron spend an awkward first day sizing each other up.
As Tanya arrives with assistant Portia, Dominic fields questions from his father Bert about his wife’s
absence. Meanwhile, hotel manager Valentina tries to keep locals Mia and Lucia out of her establishment.

Will Trent 

A Bed Temper And A Hard Heart

When an APD agent goes missing, Will examines the crime scene and locates a secret message putting
him back on the path to justice.



Yellowjackets 

Edible Complex

Breaking off that friendship with the person who keeps ghosting you isn’t always easy. Tai speeds through
an unexpected reunion, Nat shacks up with Lottie and Misty encounters a riddle wrapped in an enigma
dressed in cargo shorts.

Yellowstone 

Horses In Heaven

John makes swift changes at the Capitol; later, he receives some advice from Senator Perry; the venom
between Jamie and Beth reaches a boiling point.

You 

She's Not There

Torn between his dark side and good intentions, Joe works to right his wrongs. After attempting to help
Phoebe, Kate faces her father - and hard truths.

Your Honor 

Part Twenty

Michael exposes shocking information that impacts everyone. A startling revelation pushes Fia to make a
life-altering decision. Big Mo proposes a deal with Jimmy Baxter. Gina manipulates her father Carmine to
make a move of her own. Season finale.

End of Category



Outstanding Production Design For A Narrative Period Or Fantasy Program
(One Hour Or More)

American Horror Stories 

Dollhouse

A job interview goes horribly wrong.

American Horror Story: NYC 

In American Horror Story: NYC, mysterious deaths and disappearances ramp up in the city. Meanwhile, a
doctor makes a frightening discovery, and a local reporter becomes tomorrow’s headline.

Andor 

Rix Road

The hunt for Cassian, by both Empire and Rebels, intensifies in the wake of his mother’s death.  He
returns to Ferrix and rescues Bix.  Maarva’s funeral becomes more than civic ritual; her self-eulogy ignites
the flames of unrest into outright rebellion.  Back in Coruscant, Mon Mothma makes a heartbreaking
sacrifice.

Anne Rice's Interview With The Vampire 

In Throes Of Increasing Wonder...

Louis de Pointe du Lac lives in 1910 New Orleans as executor-in-charge of his family's fortune. When he
meets the vampire Lestat, Louis' life begins to unravel in otherworldly ways. 110 years later, Louis tells
his story to journalist Daniel Molloy.

BMF 

Family Business

Meech focuses on expanding BMF into Cleveland while Terry experiences growing pains as he launches his
car-ride business with Charles. When Terry learns Meech could be in danger, he inserts himself into BMF
business that drives a wedge between the brothers.

Carnival Row 

Fight Or Flight

Lovers Philo and Vignette risk their lives to help the oppressed Faefolk of Carnival Row.

The Crown 

Ipatiev House

Eager to lead a newly democratic Russia, President Yeltsin tries to win the Queen's support while she
navigates new rifts in her marriage with Philip.

Dahmer - Monster: The Jeffrey Dahmer Story 

Across more than a decade, 17 teen boys and young men were murdered by convicted killer Jeffrey
Dahmer. How did he evade arrest for so long?



Daisy Jones And The Six 

Track 10: Rock ‘N’ Roll Suicide

Series finale. Daisy Jones & The Six perform to a sold-out crowd at Soldier Field in Chicago. Behind the
scenes there is heartbreak, for Daisy, Billy and Camila, for Karen and Graham and for Eddie. This is the
story of that fateful day and how their lives were forever changed.

1899 

The Boy

The captain experiences inexplicable glimpses of the past. A strange man follows Maura to her cabin
where a boy is hiding. A bug leads to a tragedy on deck.

The English 

An aristocratic Englishwoman, Lady Cornelia Locke, and a Pawnee ex-cavalry scout, Eli Whipp, come
together in 1890 mid-America to cross a violent landscape built on dreams and blood.

Extrapolations 

2046: Whale Fall

Rebecca, a marine biologist, strives to connect with a humpback whale (voiced by Meryl Streep) before it’s
too late.

Extrapolations 

2059 Part II: Nightbirds

In Mumbai, small-time criminal Gaurav (Adarsh Gourav) and his unexpected companion Neel (Gaz
Choudhry) must complete a high-stakes mission.

Firefly Lane 

Papa Don't Preach

As Tully's career takes off, uncomfortable encounters at work keep throwing her off track. Johnny's
behavior causes concern among his loved ones.

Flowers In The Attic: The Origin 

Flowers In The Attic: The Origin peels back the curtain to reveal the twisted origin and dark secrets of the
Foxworth family.

For All Mankind 

Stranger In A Strange Land

Season finale. The Martian crew debates how to save the life of one of their own.

A Friend Of The Family 

Horseback Riding In American Falls

A trusted family friend picks up Jan after school to go horseback riding, but as nightfall looms and they're
still not home, what seemed like a casual afternoon slowly turns nightmarish.



George & Tammy 

George & Tammy chronicles the country music power couple, Tammy Wynette and George Jones, whose
complicated-but-enduring relationship inspired some of the most iconic music of all time.

Godfather Of Harlem 

Mecca

Jose Battle asks for a favor from his new partner Bumpy Johnson: a political assassination. Malcolm X is
detained by Saudi authorities when he travels to Mecca. The district attorney's office targets Mayme for
her gangster ties.

Captain Fields

When two uniformed cops attack the Geechee, Bumpy and Battle make a play for control of local 27th
police precinct. Stella decides whether to rat Colombo out to the Feds. Meanwhile, Malcolm’s life is
threatened in Cairo.

Grease: Rise Of The Pink Ladies 

We're Gonna Rule The School

Four outcasts including a brainiac good student, a scandal-ridden cynic, a tomboy, and a fashion maven,
navigate the first day of junior year at Rydell High.

The Great 

You The People

Catherine involves the peasants, nobles and merchants in a conference designed to bring change to
Russia. Peter's hunt for revenge on a historic enemy threatens to destabilise Catherine's attempt to
outlaw murder.

Great Expectations 

A coming-of-age story of an orphan, Pip, who yearns for a greater life until a twist of fate shows him a
dark world of possibilities. He is forced to contend with the true cost of this new world and if it will make
him the man he wishes to be.

Guillermo Del Toro's Cabinet Of Curiosities 

Bizarre nightmares unfold in eight tales of terror in this horror collection curated by Guillermo del Toro.

His Dark Materials 

Lyra And Her Death

Lyra and Will travel to a dangerous place from which no one has ever returned. Mrs. Coulter tries to
thwart the Magisterium's deadly plan.

House Of The Dragon 

The Heirs Of The Dragon

Convinced his wife will soon give birth to a son – cementing his line of succession – King Viserys plans an
extravagant week-long celebratory tournament. Meanwhile, Princess Rhaenyra receives frank words from
her mother about her duty to the realm before welcoming uncle, Prince Daemon, who’s returned for the
festivities.



Hunters 

The Home

As Jonah attempts to smuggle the greatest evil out of Argentina to meet justice, we travel back in time to
war-torn Germany to the home of a peculiar old couple whose story has reverberations for Jonah’s
success or failure.

Kindred 

Jane

Tom takes Kevin and Rufus on a trip to town, without Kevin's protection on the plantation, Dana struggles
with a vengeful Margaret.

The Last Kingdom: Seven Kings Must Die 

In the wake of King Edward's death, Uhtred of Bebbanburg and his comrades adventure across a fractured
kingdom in the hopes of uniting England at last.

A League Of Their Own 

Batter Up (Pilot)

In 1943, Carson Shaw travels to Chicago to try out for the All-American Girls Professional Baseball
League. There, she meets other women who also dream of playing pro baseball and makes connections
that open up her world. Rockford local Max Chapman also comes to the tryouts but is turned away.

A League Of Their Own 

Stealing Home

Carson follows Lupe to a secret bar and is filled with awe and wonder. Later she brings Greta and Jo there,
but their joy is short-lived when there’s a terrifying police raid. Uncle Bert knocks on Clance’s door with a
gift for Max, but Max is embarrassed by his presence.

The Lord Of The Rings: The Rings Of Power 

Adar

Galadriel and Halbrand are rescued at sea and brought to the kingdom of Númenor. Arondir finds himself
a captive of the Orcs and makes escape plans with his fellow prisoners. The night before the Harfoots’
migration, The Stranger makes himself known, putting Nori’s family in jeopardy of being left behind.

Love & Death 

This true story of Candy and Pat Montgomery and Betty and Allan Gore – two churchgoing couples
enjoying their small town Texas life… until an extramarital affair leads somebody to pick up an axe.

The Mandalorian 

Chapter 23: The Spies

Survivors come out of hiding and Bo-Katan Kryze and Moff Gideon ascend on opposing sides. Now in
possession of the Darksaber, Kryze is ready to unite her people and retake her homeworld.



The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel 

Susan

Susie ropes Midge into performing at the Building New York Expo where Midge is forced to don a trash
man costume. At dinner post-theater, Abe mocks Rose for misinterpreting the play’s storyline. Susie
bumps into Hedy, Gordon’s wife, and runs away, trying to steer clear of revisiting their shared past.

The Midnight Club 

The Final Chapter

When cancer cancels her plans for college, star student Ilonka finds a sliver of hope at Brightcliffe, a
mysterious hospice for terminally ill teens.

My Best Friend's Exorcism 

Set in 1988, teen best friends Abby (Elsie Fisher) and Gretchen (Amiah Miller) grapple with an
otherworldly demon that takes up residence in Gretchen’s body.

1923 

Ghost Of Zebrina

Spencer and Alexandra begin their long journey back to Montana. Banner and Whitfield plot their next
move to control the valley. Teonna goes to great lengths to secure her freedom and safety.

Obi-Wan Kenobi 

The story begins 10 years after Jedi Master Obi-Wan Kenobi faced his greatest defeat, the downfall and
corruption of his apprentice, Anakin Skywalker turned Darth Vader. Now hunted by his former padawan,
and tasked with the rescue of young Princess Leia, the series follows Obi-Wan’s journey to regain his
faith.

The Orville: New Horizons 

Gently Falling Rain

The Orville crew leads a Union delegation to sign a peace treaty with the Krill.

Paper Girls 

Blue Tongues Don't Lie

Mac reunites with the grown-up version of her brother Dylan and is stunned to learn how her family
turned out. Tiff, KJ, and the Erins meet a stranger who might be the ticket back to 1988.

Peaky Blinders 

Black Day

The foiled assassination of Mosley costs the Shelbys a family member. Four years later, the imminent end
of Prohibition brings Tommy to North America.

The Peripheral 

Pilot

Flynne Fisher is stuck in a small town working a menial job, supporting her veteran brother Burton and
ailing mother. A brilliant gamer, Flynne helps Burton beta test an advanced video game. After Flynne
witnesses a crime and discovers it’s an alternate reality, contract killers move in on their home.



Perry Mason 

Chapter Eleven

As Rafael and Mateo face discrimination in jail and court, Perry continues his push for justice, while Della
engages the help of maverick philanthropist Camilla Nygaard. Later, Paul chases leads in Hooverville, and
Perry goes head-to-head with tycoon Lydell McCutcheon.

Peter Pan & Wendy 

A live-action reimagining of the J.M. Barrie novel and 1953 animated classic about Wendy Darling, a
young girl afraid to leave her childhood home behind, who meets Peter Pan, a boy who refuses to grow
up, and embarks on a thrilling and dangerous adventure that will change her life forever.

Prey 

Set in the Comanche Nation 300 years ago and the entry in the Predator franchise about a young woman,
a highly skilled warrior, who stalks a highly-evolved alien predator with a technically advanced arsenal,
resulting in a terrifying showdown between the two adversaries.

Quantum Leap 

Leap. Die. Repeat.

When Ben leaps into one of five people in an elevator at a 1962 nuclear reactor, he must figure which one
triggers a bomb that kills them all.

Queen Charlotte: A Bridgerton Story 

Crown Jewels

Charlotte demands a declaration from George ahead of the future king's arrival. Lady Danbury and
Princess Augusta cross swords over the Great Experiment.

The Sandman 

A Hope In Hell

A lead on the whereabouts of his helm compels Morpheus to seek an audience with Lucifer. A confused
John receives a helping hand from a good Samaritan.

See 

I See You

Series finale. Baba and Ranger infiltrate Sibeth's camp, determined to stop her and Tormada once and for
all.

The Serpent Queen 

A Queen Is Made

The planned kidnapping of King Francis goes awry but Catherine devises a new plan to allow her control of
the country.

Shadow And Bone 

Rusalye

Alina and Mal embark on a search for the second amplifier. Kaz hatches a scheme to lay waste to his
nemesis. Kirigan seeks a cure for what ails him.



A Small Light 

Based on a true story, Miep Gies was young, carefree, and opinionated — at a time when opinions got you
killed ― when Otto Frank asked her to help hide his family from the Nazis during WWII.

Snowfall 

The Sit Down

Cissy introduces Franklin to the KGB, while also trying to broker peace within the family. Veronique enlists
outside help to track Franklin's money.

Door Of No Return

Leon and Wanda return from Ghana to a very different world than the one they left behind.

A Spy Among Friends 

This series dramatizes the true story of Nicholas Elliott and Kim Philby, two British spies and lifelong
friends. Philby was the most notorious British defector and Soviet double agent in history.

Star Trek: Picard 

Disengage

Aided by Seven of Nine and the crew of the U.S.S. Titan, Picard makes a shocking discovery that will alter
his life forever-and puts him on a collision course with the most cunning enemy he's ever encountered.
Meanwhile, Raffi races to track a catastrophic weapon-and collides with a familiar ally.

The Last Generation

In a desperate last stand, Jean-Luc Picard and generations of crews both old and new fight together to
save the galaxy from the greatest threat they’ve ever faced as the saga of Star Trek: The Next Generation
comes to a conclusion.

Tom Jones (Masterpiece) 

A reimagined tale of an illegitimate young man’s love for a beautiful heiress. Solly McLeod stars as Tom,
Sophie Wilde as Sophia, his true love and Hannah Waddingham as the iconic seductress Lady Bellaston.
The ensemble brings 18th-century England to life with its passion, prejudice and loose morals.

Transatlantic 

Two Americans and their allies form a rescue operation in 1940 Marseille to help artists, writers and other
refugees fleeing Europe during World War II. Transatlantic is inspired by the true story of Varian Fry, Mary
Jayne Gold and the Emergency Rescue Committee.

The Umbrella Academy 

Oblivion

Shaken, the family confronts the deadly mysteries of the Hotel Oblivion - and the growing suspicion that
their mission is not what it seems.

Vampire Academy 

Molnija

During campaign season on the royal tour, Rose tries to find peace as Lissa seeks answers about her
magic from an unlikely source; Christian confides in a new friend.



Vikings: Valhalla 

Pieces Of The Gods

While preparing for a journey to Constantinople, Harald assembles an unlikely crew, each with their own
motives. Emma suspects Godwin of treachery.

Waco: The Aftermath 

The Gospel According To Livingston Fagan

Cogdell tells his team about a strange encounter and has a meeting with a man who might not be as crazy
as he seems. Gary finds a clue that leads him to a disturbing confrontation. Vernon invites Livingstone to
join him in Texas and makes a declaration with huge repercussions.

A Waltons Thanksgiving 

The Walton family enthusiastically prepares for the annual Harvest Festival Fair on Walton's Mountain in
1934, but a young boy's arrival dramatically changes their lives.

Weird: The Al Yankovic Story 

Daniel Radcliffe is Weird Al Yankovic in the story about the greatest musician and sex symbol of our time.
With Evan Rachel Wood, Rainn Wilson, and a cast of thousands.

Welcome To Chippendales 

In this true-crime saga filled with murder and sex, Chippendales founder, Somen 'Steve' Banerjee, an
Indian immigrant chasing the American dream creates the world’s greatest male-stripping empire - only
to burn it all down to the ground.

Westworld 

The Auguries

Hello again. Don’t worry about a thing. It’s all in your head.

White House Plumbers 

White House Plumbers tells the story of how Nixon’s own political saboteurs and Watergate masterminds,
E. Howard Hunt and G. Gordon Liddy, accidentally toppled the presidency they were zealously trying to
protect.

The Witcher: Blood Origin 

More than a thousand years before the events of The Witcher, seven outcasts in an Elven world join forces
in a quest against an all-powerful empire.

Wu-Tang: An American Saga 

Liquid Swords

GZA takes on the persona of The Genius as he journeys through an alternate New York City to unite the
people using music from his debut solo album, Liquid Swords.

End of Category



Outstanding Production Design For A Narrative Program (Half-Hour)

Abbott Elementary 

Teacher Conference

The Abbott staff heads to the Pennsylvania Educational Conference. Gregory reluctantly attends after a
disagreement with Amber and bonds with Janine over their similarities. Jacob finds himself charmed by
the Addington teachers.

Franklin Institute

Abbott Elementary takes a field trip to the Franklin Institute. Gregory is eager to spend time with a
reluctant Janine who is avoiding him. Ava teaches the students about aliens, leading to chaos when
someone spots an extraterrestrial in the museum.

Acapulco 

Hit Me With Your Best Shot

Desperate to pay off his family’s debt, Maximo seizes an opportunity to wait on rival tennis stars. Diane
tries to derail Julia and Chad's nuptials.

Act Your Age 

Petty Party

Bernadette manages a difficult tenant. Keisha reveals her artistic side, much to Angela's dismay. Jacob
encounters a setback in his attempt to woo Olivia.

American Born Chinese 

What Guy Are You

Jin’s plans to make the soccer team are derailed by the arrival of a new foreign exchange student.

Atlanta 

The Goof Who Sat By The Door

An in depth look at the making of the American Classic A Goofy Movie.

Awkwafina Is Nora From Queens 

Nightmares

Nora tries out therapy after having recurring nightmares, Wally gets ready to propose to Brenda,
Grandma mourns the loss of her friend, and Edmund enjoys his newfound fame.

Barry 

Wow

Series finale. Because Cousineau is blamed for the murder of Janice Moss, he murders Barry. Fuches
murders Hank in a showdown over Barry’s son. Sally escapes with John and lives quiet life as a high
school acting teacher. John watches the movie about his dad and believes it’s a lie.

The Bear 

System

Carmy attempts to retrain the employees of The Original Beef of Chicagoland, but is faced with resistance.
In need of back-up, he brings on a talented young chef to help.



Beef 

A road rage incident between two strangers - a failing contractor and an unfulfilled entrepreneur - sparks
a feud that brings out their darkest impulses.

The Big Door Prize 

Dusty

Family man and teacher Dusty Hubbard begins to reevaluate his life and happiness after the arrival of a
strange machine called the Morpho.

Blindspotting 

Return To Ithaca

Ashley is ostracized by the entire Turner family.

Bob Hearts Abishola 

Your Father's Kingdom

Abishola turns to Gloria and Kemi when Bob mortgages their home to pay for a new factory space; Kemi
worries that she and Chukwuemeka are losing their spark.

Estee Lauder And Goat Meat

Bob enlists Tunde's help to renovate the factory; Abishola tries to cheer up Ebunoluwa with a party after
she receives bad news from Nigeria.

Twerk O'Clock

When Bob alerts MaxDot's longtime friend and sock manufacturer that he will no longer need their
services, Dottie steps in to try to salvage their relationship; Abishola is uncomfortable while attending a
drag brunch with Olu and Morenike.

Bupkis 

Magic Moment

Pete moves back in with his mom on Staten Island but is sent spiraling when he learns that the family has
been dealing with tragic news without him; Pete uses his friends, connections and creativity to make the
best of a sad situation.

Call Me Kat 

Call Me Fatty Patty

In celebration of Max's birthday, Kat, Randi and Carter jointly gift him a recreational vehicle rental to go
on a road journey together; Gideon decides to join in on the trip; Randi and Carter bicker over where they
should stay together.

The Conners 

Double Honeymoon And Seeing Double

In an effort to save money, Darlene and Ben join Jackie and Neville on a joint honeymoon, where the
newlyweds' cost-saving measures contribute to a tension-filled getaway; Dan, Becky, Harris, Mark and
Beverly Rose go to a water park.

Road Trip And Guilt Trip

Dan and Jackie take a road trip to a hardware wholesaler in Oklahoma; Darlene heads out of town and
leaves behind a plethora of to-do notes for Becky and Ben.



The Consultant 

Creator

Series premiere. After the murder of CompWare CEO Sang-Woo, Regus Patoff, a mysterious consultant,
arrives. Regus immediately takes charge, upending the work force with ruthless demands. While watching
a video recorded in Sang’s office, employees Elaine and Craig discover that Regus, without an
appointment, convinced Sang to sign a contract.

The Consultant 

Friday

As Craig heads out to start his weekend, Regus corners him into grabbing a beer. At the pub, Regus
insists that Craig join him at his next stop. They go to a private club, but things escalate when Regus
commits an abduction. Elaine finds a key to the records room.

Dave 

The Storm

Dave gets a lesson in Southern hospitality, courtesy of his number one fan.

Dead To Me 

We're Almost Out Of Time

Judy may be ready to face the future, but her BFF isn't. Hot on the heels of a tearful admission, Jen
scrambles to secure a Hail Mary option.

We've Reached The End

On an escape to Mexico, Jen and Judy face the past and make decisions about the future as they forever
cement their ride-or-die friendship.

Documentary Now! 

Two Hairdressers In Bagglyport (1994)

A fly-on-the-wall portrait of a hair salon in the small coastal town of Bagglyport as they prepare their
annual stylebook.

Emily In Paris 

What's It All About...

With Savoir spiraling into chaos, Emily reaches out to a former colleague for help. But an attempted
détente during a glitzy gala quickly goes south.

How To Lose A Designer In 10 Days

As a double dose of fashion designer drama strikes Agence Grateau, Mindy asks Emily and Gabriel for
backup after she receives an enigmatic invitation.

Extraordinary 

Dead End Jobs

Everyone over the age of eighteen has a superpower but Jen. Adrift in a confusing world and armed with a
bit of hope and a lot of desperation, Jen begins her journey to find her maybe-superpower. In doing so,
she might discover the joy of being just kind of ok.



The Game 

Once Upon A Time On Draft Day

In this flashback episode we see how the actions our characters took on the day of the Pro Football Draft
in 2017 is still rippling through their world present day.

Ghosts 

Whodunnit

Sam, Jay and the ghosts go into detective mode when Sam’s podcast editor gives her one last episode to
wrap up Alberta’s murder. Also, Trevor, Flower and Pete discover an email from a Nigerian prince asking
for help.

Grand Crew 

Wine & Honors

Anthony receives an award from his alma mater. Sherm has an opportunity to meet a renowned
businessman. Nicky helps Fay with a yard sale, but they lose something really important. And there’s
wine.

Harlem 

Joy, Joy, Joy, Joy

Camille brings her vision to life, Tye finds love in an unexpected place, Quinn and Angie make amends,
and the ladies get a surprise.

Hello Tomorrow! 

Your Brighter Tomorrow, Today

Take it from Jack Billings: The life you’ve always wanted is just one great deal away.

High School 

I Bet It Stung

Series premiere. Tensions are high between twin sisters, Tegan and Sara, on their first day at a new
school. Their relationship fractured over the summer when Sara and their shared best friend, Phoebe, cast
Tegan aside. Trying to make sense of it, Tegan attempts to form friendships on her own.

How I Met Your Father 

The Reset Button

After selling her portrait, Sophie recruits Jesse to help her impress the buyers. Val and Ellen go on a
double date. Charlie forces a reluctant Sid and Hannah into a double date in reaction to Val.

Ride Or Die

Sophie and Val have conflicting feelings about brunch with Val's parents. The gang attends Jesse's Long
Island show.

Daddy

Sophie goes to Robert's country house for the weekend. The gang celebrates Lost and Found Box Day at
Pemberton's.



Jury Duty 

Field Trip

The jurors take a trip to the factory. Lonnie and Ronald discover barrels hidden upstairs. Noah gets drunk
at dinner; the jurors are told that Todd’s Jorf shirt is a code word for white supremacists. The dinner bill
totals $1500; James agrees to cover it if Ronald arm wrestles him.

Keep Breathing 

Awake And Dreaming

When a small plane crashes in the middle of the Canadian wilderness, a lone woman must battle the
elements and odds to survive.

Little America 

Mr. Song

A young Korean boy befriends a legendary DJ who gives a much-needed boost to a hat shop owned by
the boy’s family.

Little America 

Paper Piano

An Afghan piano prodigy seeking asylum in NYC fights to bring his mother to the US and reconnect with
his passion.

Loot 

Bienvenidos A Miami

On her first day of work at The Wells Foundation, Molly tries to fit in with Sofia and the rest of the team.

Los Espookys 

El Virus

An aging actor recruits the increasingly tense Los Espookys crew to get her monotonous sitcom canceled.
Meanwhile, Renaldo visits the other pageant participants, and Ambassador Melanie’s dream of running the
Miami Embassy is upended.

El Eclipse

Without valet work, a struggling Tico still manages to impart advice to Andrés. After receiving a symbolic
apology from Andrés, Los Espookys stage an eclipse during Mayor Teresa’s last speech before the
election. Later, Renaldo comes closer to figuring out the truth about Karina’s onstage death.

Mammals 

Episode 5

Jamie takes time away on the farm and discovers the shocking identity of Paul. Lue and Jeff continue to
avoid the cracks in their marriage. Whilst Lue escapes into fantasy, Jeff distracts himself in Cambridge.

Mayor Of Kingstown 

Five At Five

Mike asks for help in finding Iris, and later takes matters into his own hands. A move by Robert and his
team puts Mike's larger plan in jeopardy. Kyle has a request for Kingstown PD.



Mike 

Mike is an unauthorized and no-holds-barred look at the life of Mike Tyson - and it is one wild ride.

Mo 

Vamos

Yusra and Sameer unveil their business idea to Mo and invite him on board. Mo later cuts a deal with
Buddy that leads him into uncharted territory.

Mythic Quest 

Sarian

Two kids from across the globe find their passions in a world that doesn’t understand them.

The Neighborhood 

Welcome To Opening Night

Calvin and Marty open their new business early to service D.L.Hughley's electric vehicle. Also, Tina directs
the school musical at Walcott Academy with a reluctant Grover stepping into a starring role.

Night Court 

Pilot

Abby Stone, the daughter of the late Harry Stone, takes over the night shift of a Manhattan arraignment
court and hires former prosecutor Dan Fielding as public defender.

Not Dead Yet 

Not Just Yet

Nell holds a dinner party at her house and Dennis has to make a potentially life-altering decision.

Only Murders In The Building 

Sparring Partners

Closing in on the killer, Mabel takes her investigative talents into the ring. Oliver and Charles duke it out
over a birdcage only to end up confronting their deepest paternal struggles.

I Know Who Did It

One question remains: Who did it??? Oh, who are we kidding -- there's a few more questions raised, too.

The Other Two 

Cary Becomes Somewhat Of A Name

Cary learns the benefits of self-tapes, and the drawbacks of not being a name. After leaving her job,
Brooke faces the cruel reality of a life as a regular person. Pat goes to extreme lengths to spend time with
her family.

Party Down 

Once Upon A Time 'Proms Away' Prom-otional Event

Lydia, worried that daughter Escapade missed her childhood, plans a 'prom' promotional event for her
new movie. Meanwhile, Ron schemes to impress a studio PR bigwig who could make or break Party Down.



Paul T. Goldman 

Moscow

After making a shocking discovery about Audrey's secret double life, Paul decides that he must take
action.

Physical 

Don’t You Run And Hide

Sheila gets a look inside Vinnie Green’s operation. Danny does some soul-searching.

Pitch Perfect: Bumper In Berlin 

Streicheleinheit

Bumper meets with a famous music video director; Pieter and Thea revisit their past; Heidi must make a
big decision; Gisela releases a new single and video.

Primo 

The Recruitment Fair

Rafa tries to win over Mya’s dad after accidentally making an inappropriate joke in front of him. Rollie
helps Mondo with a bully. Drea enjoys some freedom.

Rain Dogs 

Scenes From A Crucifixion

As Costello works her job at a local peep show, a journalist offers an exciting opportunity. Gloria
unexpectedly forms a connection at the funeral home, while Selby meanders back to his old ways.

Rap Sh!t 

Something For The City

Stuck at a dead-end hotel job while her long-distance boyfriend attends law school, aspiring rapper
Shawna spontaneously invites her estranged friend, Mia, out for drinks – yielding surprising results.

The Rehearsal 

Apocalypto

After a visit from his parents, Nathan struggles to stick up for his values.

The Rehearsal 

Orange Juice, No Pulp

Nathan Fielder helps a Brooklyn-based trivia aficionado come clean to his teammate about a long-held lie.

Reservation Dogs 

Mabel

The village comes together to send Mabel on her journey.



The Resort 

Tempus Exhaurire

Emma and Noah go to the ruins of the Oceana Vista for more clues and find secrets of the old resort; in
the past, sparks fly between Sam and Violet.

Rutherford Falls 

Firefighters Pancake Breakfast

With the Mayoral election quickly approaching, teenage candidate Bobbie Yang faces off against
businesswoman Feather Day. Both try to curry favor at the annual firefighters’ pancake breakfast.
Meanwhile, Nathan attempts to bond with Nelson, resulting in a fiery obstacle course challenge. Terry
considers ways to improve the Minishonka Nation's finances.

Schmigadoon! 

Famous As Hell

Convinced they’re well on their way to a happy ending, Josh and Melissa both rocket to fame in Schmicago
and get embroiled in a deadly plot.

Servant 

Pigeon

The war between Leanne and the Church of the Lesser Saints reaches its peak.

The Sex Lives Of College Girls 

Winter Is Coming

While grappling with their new status as campus narcs, Bela starts an all-female comedy mag, Whitney
embarks on the soccer off-season, and Kimberly explores ways to make up for her lost scholarship – with
unexpected help from Leighton.

She-Hulk: Attorney At Law 

A Normal Amount Of Rage

Jen Walters' world is turned upside down after a freak accident leaves her with superpowers.

Shrinking 

Apology Tour

Jimmy attempts damage control after his party. Paul’s daughter pays another visit. Liz and Sean discover
they have something in common.

Somebody Somewhere 

Keys Phone Cash ID

While on their way to Wichita, Sam and Tricia finally tell Mary Jo why they’re temporarily moving her from
the care facility. After accidentally blowing his own cover stalking Brad, Joel opens up about his personal
crisis stemming from Fred’s upcoming wedding.

NMB NMP

While celebrating Tricia’s birthday, Sam is blindsided by surprising new information about Holly. Then, as
Charity’s lies continue to affect Tricia’s social life, Joel makes a move with Brad… which leads to a misstep
with Sam.



Sprung 

Chapter One

Released from prison after 26 years due to coronavirus mandates, Jack has no place to live. His cellmate
Rooster offers his mom Barb’s place. They also take in Gloria, an inmate Jack catfished. Barb’s house
comes with a price tag as she now expects this motley crew to commit crimes.

Swarm 

Honey

Dre, now a stripper in Tennessee, is looking for Reggie Wilkins who posted awful tweets about Marissa
and Ni’Jah. Stripper Hailey pays the ultimate price for befriending Dre. Later, while driving with her fellow
strippers, Dre’s car breaks down and Reggie comes to their rescue, much to his own peril.

That '90s Show 

That '90s Pilot

Donna and Eric spend the Fourth of July at his parents' house in Point Place, where their daughter Leia
makes an impression on the other teens in town.

This Fool 

A Fresh Start

As Luis gets ready to move forward with his life by graduating from Hugs Not Thugs, Julio faces a big
decision about his own future.

Tiny Beautiful Things 

Under The Stars

While dealing with her viral Montana confrontation and Rae's recent partying, Clare is haunted by a letter
writer in need of Sugar's advice. In the past, Young Clare learns of Frankie's diagnosis and tries to save
her.

Unprisoned 

Are You My Mother Wound?

Having her dad back in her life forces Paige to confront her mother wound – which leads to the ultimate
housewarming dinner that devolves into a fierce competition for her love.

Unstable 

Engaged, Focused And Ridiculously Sane

After an odd discovery in Ellis' basement, Jackson stays longer in LA and sets boundaries with his dad -
which inspires Ellis to stand up to the board.

Up Here 

Miguel

After an unexpected series of events leaves his plans for the future in tatters, Miguel chases after his new
dream in the high stakes world of investment banking.



The Upshaws 

Sista, Sista

With their unfiltered sister in town, Lucretia and Regina let a few things off their chests. Not to be outdone
by Noah, Bennie makes a pricey purchase.

Now What

The family sends Regina off as she takes on a new endeavor, but a sudden change of plans has Lucretia
and Bennie worried about her - and the future.

What We Do In The Shadows 

The Night Market

The vampires take a trip to the secret Night Market, where all the supernatural creatures gather to barter
and haggle.

Young Rock 

Going Heavy

Miami, 1998: Dwayne hits new heights as The Rock, but encounters some challenges on the road to
SummerSlam. In 2033, Dwayne finds the Prime Minister has a political crisis of her own.

End of Category



Outstanding Production Design For A Variety Or Reality Series

America's Got Talent: All Stars 

Episode 108

The Top 11 acts take the stage in the finale episode of America’s Got Talent: All Stars Season 1,
attempting to capture the votes of AGT Superfans to be crowned the winner! Throughout the show,
contestants are joined by guests including Weezer, Babyface, Adam Lambert and more!

America's Test Kitchen: The Next Generation 

The Total Package

The finale is here! In the final challenge, three remaining home cooks must make two dishes from their
future cookbook, photograph them with a pro, host a seven-minute on-camera demo, and pitch the
judges on why they deserve to win this opportunity.

American Idol 

Disney Night

Contestants perform Disney tunes in hopes of securing America's vote.

The Big Brunch 

Picture Perfect Brunch

The final five chefs are eager to impress pastry chef Dominique Ansel with their trendsetting starters, but
after a disappointing showing, Dan, Will, and Sohla reveal a shocking surprise for the Main.

A Black Lady Sketch Show 

Peek-A-Boob, Your Titty’s Out

Group of sitcom friends hide the truth; fast fashion scammer swindles desperate sisters; Cousin Curtis
takes over a hotel front desk; Keema catches Simone up on her new job drama; A woman’s night of self-
love’s sabotaged; Three friends bid for the perfect life; Five cavewomen become reality TV stars.

Bobby's Triple Threat 

Titans vs Kevin Tien

Modern Vietnamese Chef Kevin Tien pushes Bobby Flay's Titans to the limit. Michael Voltaggio and Kevin
face off to see who's the best of Washington, D.C., and everything is put on the line for judge Chris Scott
when worlds collide in an epic battle of Cajun Asian flavors.

Buy My House 

The Algorithm

Four real estate magnates weigh various investments in urban and suburban cities throughout the US.
Our host helps sellers prep for their big presentation, and sellers make their case to the investors to
hopefully make a sale.

The Challenge: Ride Or Dies 

The Hours

An injury threatens one pair's fate in the game. A gruesome feast brings out the competitive eater in one
player. The tension between a Ride or Die pair leads to an explosive argument.



The Circle 

Glam Party Twist

The players go head-to-head in a trivia showdown, explore possible alliances during a virtual mixer and
welcome a fabulous competitor to the chat.

Cosmic Love 

Astrologically Matched

The four Elements arrive at the Cosmic Compound and meet a group of eligible singles. They each go on a
first date before any of their ideal matches are revealed; some follow their astrological advice, and some
fall back into old patterns. Sparks begin to fly; early connections are tested.

Crank Yankers 

Tracy Morgan, Heidi Gardner & Kevin Nealon

Spoonie Luv calls a pottery store to help him out of a sticky situation, a woman wants a boutique to
sabotage her rival, and Niles needs cleanup help after his mom's wild birthday party.

The Daily Show With Trevor Noah 

The Daily Show Hits The Road To Atlanta

Trevor and the News Team kick off a week of shows from Atlanta, GA ahead of the contentious midterm
elections, as Trevor dives deep into Georgia’s newest restrictive voting laws and speaks with Stacey
Abrams about her candidacy for Georgia governor and the importance of voting rights for all.

Dancing With Myself 

Shakira Gets Down To Business

A doorman, a Vegas showgirl, an elementary school student and nine other contestants from across the
country enter the Dancing With Myself pods to battle it out over six dance challenges set by celebrity
creators Shakira, Nick Jonas and Liza Koshy.

Dancing With The Stars 

Disney Night

Disney comes to life with performances inspired by Disney, Pixar, Marvel, and more.

Dr. Seuss Baking Challenge 

How The Grinch Stole Christmas

It’s Grinchmas, and the City of Seuss has never been more festive! With the qualifying rounds complete,
the top six remaining teams compete against each other for the first time, as they take on Dr. Seuss’
iconic book, How the Grinch Stole Christmas. Only 5 teams will move on.

Exposure 

I Challenged 8 Creators To Compete For $250K

This first episode - the contestants need to create content that promotes themselves, showing the world
who they are but with the twist of their vision in the future.



Floor Is Lava 

All Fun And Games

The Family Campers, Good Genes and the Analysts all compete to cross the lava-filled games room. Up
for grabs: $10,000 and a coveted Floor Is Lava lamp.

The Gentle Art Of Swedish Death Cleaning 

The Mother Load

Lindsey and her family are the victims of reverse robbing. Meaning, her mother and extended family left
everything they didn’t want at her house! Now nothing feels like her style and the guilt keeps them
prisoners of their crap. The Death Cleaners are here to help.

History Of The World, Part II 

VIII

The Berlin Wall comes down; Christianity gets a makeover; Shirley Chisholm speaks at the DNC.

Iron Chef: Quest For An Iron Legend 

Battle Street Food

So fire. Mulleted sandwich ace Mason Hereford elevates gas station ingredients in a Curtis Stone street
fight that holds lamb to the flame five ways.

Last Week Tonight With John Oliver 

Museums

John Oliver discusses why some prestigious museums contain so many stolen goods; plus, a disastrous
start for the Liz Truss era in the UK.

The Late Late Show With James Corden 

The Final Episode

In his very last episode hosting The Late Late Show, James is joined by Harry Styles and Will Ferrell in the
studio, gets a talking to at home from Colbert, Fallon, Kimmel, Seth Meyers and more, and says his final,
heartfelt goodnights.

The Late Show With Stephen Colbert 

A New Gift For Valentine's Day; Boyz II Men Updates A Classic; Sir Patrick Stewart; Ke Huy Quan

Stephen reminds us that you can’t buy love this Valentine’s Day and is joined by special guests Boyz II
Men for an update of one of their love songs. Guests: Sir Patrick Stewart and Ke Huy Quan.

Love Island 

Episode 1

Love Island is coming to California. Islanders will couple up, receive texts, and participate in sexier
challenges.



Making The Cut 

Festival Wear

Coming off of the strongest runway of the season, the remaining designers are assigned to create a two-
look fesitival wear collection, leading many of them to face their biggest challenge yet and ending with a
shocking result.

The Masked Singer 

Sesame Street

Two singers are unmasked.

My Kind Of Country 

Orville Peck’s Visual Storytelling Workshop

In the final workshop, Orville challenges the artists to explore visual storytelling by building concept
stages that illustrate the stories behind the songs.

Next In Fashion 

Wear The Earth

Two teams let their imaginations bloom to make living looks that incorporate flowers and plants for
supermodel judge Helena Christensen.

The One That Got Away 

Back To My Future

Six singles arrive at our resort - a place which will turn back the clock and give them a chance at love with
a variety of people from their past. What if the one that got away, didn’t? Allyssa, Ashley, Jeff, Kasey,
Nigel and Vince are about to find out.

The Parent Test 

The Semi Finals Begin

12 sets of parents with very different parenting styles are given situational challenges in an attempt to
determine what parenting techniques work best and how children react to them. The outcome is viewed,
discussed, and evaluated in a group setting with the hosts Ali Wentworth and Dr. Adolph Brown.

Password 

Jon Hamm And Jimmy Fallon

Jon Hamm and Jimmy Fallon pair up with contestants and face-off over two games of Password, hosted by
Keke Palmer. Players from each team guess secret passwords using only one-word clues for a chance to
take home up to $25,000.

Perfect Match 

Love Is The End Game

Ten single stars gather at a villa to find their first matches. Two friends opt to prioritize strategy over
romance.



Queer Eye 

Speedy For Life

After a traumatic accident, a young man wants to inspire others but hides his own sadness. Can the Fab
Five - and a returning hero - help him open up?

Random Acts Of Flyness 

The Sixth Dimension : All Possible Possibilities Of Together And A Part

As her funders press for the release of Ajjan, Najja finds herself in the midst of an initiation in which she
learns what it means to be king. After the creator of BBHMM is accused of fraud, Terence and remaining
members of the Nance family contact an ancestor for guidance.

RuPaul's Drag Race 

Blame It On The Edit

The final queens collab with RuPaul on a remix of his song Blame It On The Edit, recording their own
verses and creating a space-themed music video.

Saturday Night Live 

Host: Steve Martin & Martin Short

Steve Martin & Martin Short co-host SNL. Sketches include a parody of Snow from White Christmas; a
complete 1980’s daytime talk show titled Minky; a mall Santa’s winter wonderland; and a recreation of
the original Father of the Bride living room. Two live performances by Brandi Carlile.

Host: Jenna Ortega

Jenna Ortega hosts SNL with surprise guest Fred Armisen. The episode features parodies of the MTV show
Ridiculousness and the cabin scene from Parent Trap, featuring Jenna and Fred. Original sketches of an
exorcism gone wrong and an Oscars red carpet cold open are also featured.Two performances by The
1975.

Survivor 

I Can't Wait To See Jeff

18 new castaways head to the Fiji islands to build their own society and attempt to Outwit, Outlast and
Outplay each other for $1 million and the title of Sole Survivor.

That's My Jam 

Taraji P. Henson & John Stamos vs Quinta Brunson & Craig Robinson

Celebrity guests John Stamos, Taraji P. Henson, Quinta Brunson and Craig Robinson join for musical
performances and games, including Turn the Beat Around, Random Instrument Challenge, Perfect Mash-
up and Slay It, Don’t Spray It.

Top Chef 

London Calling

Top Chef returns with World All-Stars in London. For their first Quickfire Challenge, 16 chefs will pair up to
cook a dish featuring a variety of UK seafood. Guest judge Michelin-star Chef Angela Hartnett joins for the
Elimination Challenge, where the chefs must create vegetable-forward dishes.



The Traitors 

The Game Is Afoot

Twenty contestants arrive at a castle in Scotland to play the ultimate murder mystery game; the Traitors
are chosen as the prize pot starts building, but one Faithful player won’t make it through the night when
the Traitors plot their first murder.

The Voice 

The Blind Auditions Premiere

The competition is fierce as hip-hop star Chance the Rapper and singer-songwriter Niall Horan claim their
red chairs alongside returning coaches Kelly Clarkson and Blake Shelton as they vie to discover and coach
the next singing phenomenon.

We're Here 

Sussex, New Jersey

Bob, Eureka, and Shangela visit Sussex, New Jersey – near Manhattan but worlds apart in its politics.
They help Ashley find a supportive community beyond her parents; bisexual navy vet Josh work through
trauma and face accepting his whole self; and Brandon, who might be Shangela’s most unexpected
daughter yet.

Ziwe 

Men!

Ziwe explores the male psyche with Michael Che then challenges the patriarchy with Julia Fox; also
featuring Benito Skinner, Michael Antonucci, George Civeris, Sam Taggart and Ronald Metellus as guests.

End of Category



Outstanding Production Design For A Variety Special

The 58th Academy Of Country Music Awards

The 58th Academy of Country Music Awards, hosted by Dolly Parton with co-host Garth Brooks streamed
live from the Ford Center at The Star in Frisco, Texas.

The Apple Music Super Bowl LVII Halftime Show Starring Rihanna

The Apple Music Super Bowl LVII Halftime Show, starring and featuring Rihanna and her dancers atop
seven moving platforms suspended over the field. The 13-minute performance featured the songs
Umbrella, Run This Town, We Found Love, and Diamonds.

Atsuko Okatsuka: The Intruder

This stand-up comedy special follows Atsuko Okatsuka as she peels back the layers of her education as a
young person, how it was to talk to strangers, and the pitfalls of being born.

Beauty And The Beast: A 30th Celebration

In honor of the 30th anniversary of the animated classic, this animated and live-action blended special
showcases the fan-favorite movie, along with new musical performances, sets and costumes inspired by
the classic story.

BET Awards 2022

BET Awards 2022 celebrates the best of Black culture in music, TV, film, sports and philanthropy.

Bono & The Edge: A Sort Of Homecoming With Dave Letterman

U2’s Bono and the Edge invite Dave Letterman to Dublin for a live performance of their greatest songs,
stripped back and reimagined. This is a concert movie, a travel adventure, and the story of one of the most
remarkable friendships in the history of rock and roll.

Carol Burnett: 90 Years Of Laughter + Love

Carol Burnett: 90 Years of Laughter + Love celebrates Carol Burnett’s legendary career; featuring
performances and appearances by Cher, Julie Andrews, Ellen DeGeneres, Billy Porter, Steve Carell, Amy
Poehler, Jane Lynch, Kristen Wiig, Vicki Lawrence, Maya Rudolph, Katy Perry, and more.

Chris Rock: Selective Outrage

In the platform’s first-ever live stream comedy special, Chris Rock delivers a high energy set to a packed
house in Baltimore, hitting on topics such as dating, wokeness, spoiling his kids, non-racist yoga pants,
and his highly anticipated response to the Will Smith slap.

The 56th Annual CMA Awards

With performances by some of music's biggest stars, The 56th Annual CMA Awards honors excellence in
the Country Music genre.

2023 CMT Music Awards

Hosted by Kane Brown and Kelsea Ballerini, from Austin, Texas’ Moody Center, country’s fan-voted award
show brings together music’s biggest names for first-time collaborations and cross-genre pairings.

Encanto At The Hollywood Bowl

Encanto At The Hollywood Bowl stars the original voice cast of Encanto reuniting at the Hollywood Bowl for
a concert event featuring musical numbers from the soundtrack.



2022 ESPY Awards

The ESPY Awards (Excellence in Sports Performance Yearly Award) recognizes individual and team athletic
achievement and other sports-related performance during the calendar year preceding an annual
ceremony.

Gabriel Iglesias: Stadium Fluffy

Gabriel Fluffy Iglesias shares details about being a Los Angeles native, a recent attempt at extortion
towards him, and where he holds the record for receiving the highest fine on stage.

The 65th Annual Grammy Awards

The 65th Annual Grammy Awards was held at the Crypto.com Arena in Los Angeles on February 5, 2023.

Hannah Gadsby: Something Special

A panicky proposal. A novelty wedding cake. A fateful bunny encounter. Hannah Gadsby shares tales of
love and marriage in this comedy special.

Hasan Minhaj: The King's Jester

Filmed at the historic Brooklyn Academy of Music, Hasan Minhaj shares his thoughts on fertility,
fatherhood, and freedom of speech.

Homeward Bound: A Grammy Salute To The Songs Of Paul Simon

Paul Simon gets a high spirited tribute special featuring 14 performances of his greatest hits (Garth
Brooks, Sting, Bonnie Raitt, Stevie Wonder) and a performance by Simon and Rhiannon Giddens (American
Tune).

Jo Koy: Live From The Los Angeles Forum

Jo Koy takes the stage at the Los Angeles Forum. Jo gushes about his relationship with his teenage son
along with sharing the struggles of living with sleep apnea and more.

John Mulaney: Baby J

A chaotic intervention. An action packed stay in rehab. After a weird couple of years, John Mulaney comes
out swinging in his return to the stage.

The Last Last Late Late Show With James Corden Carpool Karaoke Special

James celebrates the end of his run as host of The Late Late Show with one final carpool with Adele, one
final stunt with Tom Cruise and a look back at some of the show’s greatest moments.

Library Of Congress Gershwin Prize For Popular Song: Joni Mitchell

This special traces the career of Joni Mitchell with performances by many of the artists who shared their
lives and their music with Joni after her brain aneurysm in 2015. The show culminates with a performances
by Joni herself onstage, in a gallery of her life's work of art.

Making The Yuletide Gay: A Very Special Paul Lynde Christmas

This holiday program unites Paul Lynde, Tab Hunter, Sal Mineo, Liberace and other queer celebs in a
musical holiday romp with sexual innuendo, flowing libations, and dirty Christmas song remakes.

Marc Maron: From Bleak To Dark

Comedian and podcaster Marc Maron tackles topics including getting older, antisemitism, faith, and his
thoughts on having children – especially during the pandemic. This comedy special showcases the
comedian's cynicism as he weaves humor and ire into his signature style of storytelling.



Miley Cyrus: Endless Summer Vacation (Backyard Sessions)

Miley Cyrus takes the stage in this music event featuring debut performances of her eighth studio album,
Endless Summer Vacation. The superstar’s performances are threaded together with exclusive interviews
where she provides insight to her new album and the person she is today.

Miley's New Years Eve Party 2022

The second annual Miley's New Years Eve Party 2022 in Miami, FL.

Mo'Nique: My Name Is Mo'Nique

From staring down a racist teacher to her grandmother's sex warning, Mo'Nique spills all in this stand-up
comedy special.

Monumental: Ellie Goulding At Kew Gardens

Ellie Goulding performs at Kew Gardens. She performs tracks from her fifth studio album Higher Than
Heaven and some of her greatest hits. In an exclusive interview with Roman Kemp, Goulding reflects on
her life, activism, and the urgency of environmentalism.

2022 MTV Video Music Awards

The 2022 MTV Video Music Awards honors the biggest names in music with incredible performances, huge
awards, and pop culture-defining moments.

The Oscars

A global broadcast honoring the filmmaking community, featuring 23 awards categories from
Cinematography to Best Picture, with presenters including Halle Berry and Harrison Ford and performances
including Lady Gaga, Rihanna and more.

Patton Oswalt: We All Scream

Patton riffs on the hazards of aging, his failed shutdown plans and the day his wife turned into a Valkyrie in
this stand-up special.

People’s Choice Awards

The fan-driven People’s Choice Awards celebrates the year’s best in movies, TV and music.

Pickled

Pickled is a 2 hour sports/comedy special with celebrities playing Pickle-Ball.

2022 Rock And Roll Hall Of Fame Induction Ceremony

Celebrating this year's inductees - highlights included P!nk inducting Dolly Parton; Robert Downey
inducting Duran Duran; Lenny Kravitz inducting Lionel Richie; Eminem performing with Ed Sheeran and
Steven Tyler; Olivia Rodrigo's Carly Simon tribute; Judas Priest; Pat Benatar; and the finale: Dolly, Brandi
Carlile, P!nk, Rob Halford, and Simon LeBon.

Sarah Silverman: Someone You Love

This is a stand-up special of Sarah Silverman’s original comedy material.

Savage X Fenty Show Vol. 4

Savage X Fenty Show Vol. 4 brings you a seductive fashion fever dream that blends style, dance, and
music with the essence of nocturnal nature. Featuring a star-studded cast all wearing the newest Savage X
Fenty looks.



Sebastian Maniscalco: Is It Me?

Sebastian acts out life's little agonies, from school drop-offs to off-leash dogs to date nights with his wife.

South Park The 25th Anniversary Concert

South Park The 25th Anniversary Concert features co-creators Trey Parker and Matt Stone taking the stage
to perform songs from the show's 25-year history. They're also joined by Primus, Ween, and other special
guests.

Stand Out: An LGBTQ+ Celebration

LGBTQ+ comedy legends and emerging talent share the stage for a night of laughter and queer joy hosted
by Billy Eichner.

Trevor Noah: I Wish You Would

Comedian Trevor Noah talks learning German, speaking ill of the dead, judging people in horror movies,
dealing with modern communication, and ordering Indian food in Scotland.

Wanda Sykes: I’m An Entertainer

Comedian, actress and producer Wanda Sykes, renowned for her social commentary, delivers her wit and
candor audiences have come to know and love.

The Weeknd Live At SoFi Stadium

The Weeknd concert features his biggest hits and more.

The Wonderful World Of Disney Magical Holiday Celebration

The Wonderful World of Disney: Magical Holiday Celebration kicks off the holidays from the parks with
hosts, Derek Hough and Julianne Hough, holiday performances by Black Eyed Peas, Run DMC, Marren
Morris, Meghan Trainor, Becky G, Ne-Yo…plus special guests, family features and a few magical reveals.

Would It Kill You To Laugh? Starring Kate Berlant & John Early

Kate Berlant and John Early play celebrities reuniting after a public falling-out at a moderated TV event
interspersed with absurdist sketches of varying characters, from strippers to a family of beavers.

Yvonne Orji: A Whole Me

Yvonne Orji returns to the stage offering her point-of-view on the pandemic, estate planning, being the
child of Nigerian immigrants and the brutal realities of dating. A mash-up of stand-up comedy with scripted
vignettes.

End of Category


